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The Board of Selectmen this year are dedicating this report to the few who. on a daily
basis, serve this community in so many different ways. Some serve on the numerous
boards and committees that according to the laws of the State of New Hampshire we
must have to administer the laws that regulate the use of our lands, protect our rights as
well as those of our neighbors and preserve our natural resources.
The many non-profit groups we have in town have and continue to serve this community
in ways that perhaps go unnoticed by many, but this board is acutely aware of the greater
good that is done for this town by all of them. The list is long and each organization fills
a vital need for Brentwood.




















12. Ladies Auxiliary of the Fire
Dept.
13. Library Trustees











23. Trustees of Trust Funds
24. Zoning Board of Adjustment
This board will be hosting a Volunteer Appreciation Cook Out to be held at the
Brentwood Recreation Center this year. The volunteers and their families will be the
guests of honor. We want to meet all of these volunteers and take this opportunity to
personally say thank you for the hundreds of hours they give. The many volunteers in this
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION:
The State ofNew Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town Of Brentwood in the County of Rockingham in said State,
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Brentwood Fire House in said Brentwood on
Tuesday the 9
th




To choose all necessary town officers for the year ensuing.
2. To vote on proposed changes/additions to the Brentwood Zoning and Land Use
Ordinances. (A copy of the proposed changes is posted at the Town Office
Building and Fire House)
3. "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 (known as SB 2) to allow official
ballot voting on all issues before the Town of Brentwood on the second Tuesday
in March?"
Given by our hands and seal this 1 gt.h day of February, in the year of Our Lord
Two Thousand and Four.
We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at the
time and place and for the purpose within mentioned, by posting up an attested copy of
the within warrant at the place of meeting within named, and like attested copies at the












TOWN OF BRENTWOOD, N.H.
MARCH 09. 2004
SELECTMEN FOR THREE YEARS:
VOTE FOR ONE (1)
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS FOR
THREE YEARS: VOTE FOR ONE (1)
KEN CROSS EUGENE ORCUTT
CEMETERY TRUSTEES FOR THREE
YEARS: VOTE FOR ONE (1)
PLANNING BOARD FOR
THREE YEARS: VOTE FOR TWO (2)
BRUCE STEVENS
DOUG BRENNER
MODERATOR FOR TWO YEARS:
VOTE FOR ONE (1)
RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN
PLANNING BOARD FOR ONE YEAR:
VOTE FOR ONE (1)
VICTOR SCHMALZER
TREASURER FOR TWO YEARS:
VOTE FOR ONE (1)
JULIE STEVENS
LIBRARY TRUSTEE FOR THREE YEARS:
VOTE FOR ONE (1)
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR
TWOYEARS: VOTE FOR ONE (1)
TRACY WALDRON
FIRE WARDS FOR ONE YEAR:
VOTE FOR TWO (2)
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR
THREE YEARS: VOTE FOR TWO (2)
SETH GILLEN
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
FOR SIX YEARS: VOTE FOR ONE (1)
JO ANN ALLISON
TOWN OF BRENTWOOD - PAGE 2
QUESTION # 1
" SHALL WE ADOPT THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 40:13 (KNOWN AS SB 2 ) TO ALLOW
OFFICIAL BALLOT VOTING ON ALL ISSUES BEFORE THE TOWN OF BRENTWOOD ON
THE SECOND TUESDAY OF MARCH?"
YES NO
3-04 Ballot
Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendment to the Town Of Brentwood
zoning ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
Amend Article 10.4.1.B to require that a foundation certification, prepared by a licensed
land surveyor or a professional engineer, shall apply to any structure which requires a
building permit. Full copy of the proposed amendment is available for review at the
polling place.
Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendment to the Town Of Brentwood
zoning ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
Add a new section, to be called the Town Center Zone District One. This amendment
will change the zoning requirements in the area of Crawley Falls Road, Dalton Road and
Middle Road by establishing a district that allows a mix of commercial and residential
uses that are complementary. The district as proposed prohibits some commercial uses
that are not well suited to the existing residential character of the area. Full copy of the
proposed amendment is availablefor review at the polling place.
Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendment to the Town Of
Brentwood zoning ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
Amend Article V. 5.3.(3) (B) and 5.3 (5) "Signs". Amendment provides for new
standards for the size, placement, and illumination of signs within all districts in the
Town Of Brentwood. Full copy ofthe proposed amendment is available for review at the
polling place.
Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendment to the Town Of Brentwood
zoning ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
Amend Article II "Definitions" by adding the State of New Hampshire definition of
Farming, as found in RSA 2 1 :34-a as amended. Full copy ofthe proposed amendment is
availablefor review at the polling place.
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendment to the Town Of Brentwood
zoning ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
Amend Article X, 10.5 "Administration" Paragraph IB, second paragraph, by adding a
new section to require that the foundation for the dwelling unit shall show a 50 foot
buffer from all set backs, to allow room for further expansion of the home. Full copy of
the proposed amendment is availablefor review at the polling place.
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Brentwood in the County of Rockingham in said State, qualified to
vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Swasey Central School in said Brentwood on Thursday, March 11,
2004 at 7:00 p.m. to vote on the following subjects:
1
.
Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a seven year lease
agreement for 5131,253.36 (SI 14,700 for the machine and 516,553.36 total interest) for the
purpose of leasing a front end loader for the Highway Department, and to raise and appropriate
the sum of 514,063. as the first year's payment for that purpose. This lease agreement contains
an escape clause.
2. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote taken at the 2001 Town Meeting to deposit 50%
of the revenues collected from the Land Use Change Tax into the Conservation Commission
fund. Any money collected after this date would return to the town's general fund.
3. Not recommended by the Budget Committee
Recommended by the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 590,000 for the purpose of
acquiring the land described as the parcel of land containing 85 acres, more or less, shown as tax
map 6.5.6 on the Brentwood tax maps. 545,000 of this sum to come from fund balance (surplus)
and S45,000 to be raised through the issuance of a promissory note to the seller(s) of such land,
and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and deliver such note, and to determine the
terms thereof, and to execute and deliver a mortgage on such land as security therefore and any
and all other necessary documents to complete such acquisition. (Will require a 2/3 ballot vote)
4. Submitted by petition:
To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Municipal Budget Committee in accordance with
RSA Chapter 32, Section 32:14 V". (Ballot vote required)
5. Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 520,000 to be added to the
Capital Reserve Fund for the repairs ofTown bridges.
6. Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 5130,000 for the purpose of road
repairs.
7. Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 to be added to the
Capital Reserve Fund for the "improvement of recreation grounds on Town property".
8. Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,000 to replace 12 portable
radios, 3 mobile radios and 4 pagers for the Fire Department.
9. Not recommended by the Budget Committee
Recommended by the Selectmen
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to be added to the existing Capital
Reserve Fund for the purpose of replacing fire and rescue vehicles. The Budget Committee does
not recommend any sum and the Selectmen recommend $50,000.
10. Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed in an
existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of refurbishing fire and rescue vehicles.
1 1
.
Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed in an
existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of building a new fire station as well as plans and
fees associated with the station.
12. Recommended by the Budget Committee and Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,915 for the purchase of a
police cruiser and to authorize the withdrawal of $14,790 (plus any accumulated interest) from
the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose and to dissolve that fund. The balance is
included in the police operating budget.
13. Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 to be added to the
existing Expendable Trust known as "Library Maintenance Fund" for the purpose of funding
long term and/or unexpected maintenance/repair projects of the Library building and grounds.
14. Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $27,000 as the second half of a
$54,000 contract for the preparation of digitized tax maps.
15. Recommended bv the Budget Committee and the SelectmenJ cr
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $533 collected in 2003 from the
sale of recycled materials to be placed in an existing Capital Reserve Fund established in 1996
for the purpose of site improvements and recycling equipment.
16. Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $44,946 (includes interest)
collected in 2003 from ambulance charges to be placed in an existing Capital Reserve Fund
established in 1996 for the replacement of our ambulance when it becomes necessary.
1 7. Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a lease purchase agreement
for the purpose of purchasing a highway vehicle and related equipment which shall be used for
winter roadway maintenance and other highway maintenance purposes, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $16,430 for the first year's payment for that purpose. This lease
agreement contains an escape clause. This will be a non lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI
and will not lapse until December 31, 2009.
18. Not recommended by the Budget Committee
Selectmen recommend S50,000
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to be added to the "highway vehicle
and related equipment" Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The Budget Committee
does not recommend any sum and the Selectmen recommend $50,000.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise the Budget Committee recommended sum of $1,915,745.
for general municipal operations. The Selectmen recommend $1,952,466. This article does not
include special or individual articles addressed.
20. To see if the Town will vote to change the organization of its Fire Department and do away with
the firewards. This change shall not take effect until one year following such vote.
21. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35 I-a, for an optional veterans tax credit of $1700 for
service connected total disability on residential property and replace the standard tax credit in its
entirety?
22. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28, II and IV, for an optional veterans tax credit of
$300 on residential property and replace the standard tax credit in its entirety?
23. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:29-a, II, for an optional tax credit of $1700 on the real
and personal property of the surviving spouse of any person who was killed or died while on
active duty in the armed forces of the United States or any of the armed forces of any of the
governments associated with the United States in the wars, conflicts or armed conflicts, or
combat zones set forth in RSA 72:2?
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24. To hear reports and recommendations of all committees and commissions and to take any action
necessary in regard to such reports.
25. To transact any other business that may legally come before the board.





We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at the time and place
and fox the purposes within mentioned, by posting an attested copy of the within warrant at the place
of meeting within named, and like atjestetTpbpy at the Town Office Building, being a public place in





REPORT OF TOWN MEETING
MARCH 13,2003
AT A LEGAL MEETING OF THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF
BRENTWOOD IN THE COUNTY OF ROCKINGHAM, STATE OF NEW
HAMSPHIRE. QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS, HELD AT SWASEY
CENTRAL SCHOOL; ON THURSDAY MARCH 13, 2003 AT 7:00PM THE
FOLLOWING BUSINESS WAS CONDUCTED:
THE MEETING WAS OPENED AT 7:00PM BY MODERATOR RICHARD
CHAMBERLAIN. PACK 192 OF BRENTWOOD AND TROOP 322 OF EXETER LED
THE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE; JACK BOUCHARD, ADAM BOUCHARD, BOB
GLOWACKY AND GRAHAM RITTER FROM BRENTWOOD,
AND RYAN GLOWACKY FROM THE EXETER TROOP.
MODERATOR RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN READ THE RESULTS OF TUESDAY'S
ELECTION.
A MOTION WAS MADE AND DULY SECONDED TO WAIVE THE READING OF
THE WARRANT. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #1. A MOTION WAS MADE BY DOUGLAS COWIE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
TWO MILLION DOLLARS ($2,000,000) (GROSS BUDGET ) FOR THE PURPOSE
OF PURCHASING LAND OR OTHER PROPERTY INTERESTS THEREIN TO
PROTECT THE TOWN'S RURAL CHARACTER AND NATURAL RESOURCES BY
CONSERVING LAND; TWO MILLION DOLLARS ($2,000,000) OF SUCH SUM TO
BE RAISED THROUGH BONDS OR NOTES IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE ACT (RSA 33:1 et seq., as
amended);TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMAN TO ISSUE, NEGOTIATE, SELL
AND DELIVER SAID BONDS AND NOTES TO DETERMINE THE RATE OF
INTEREST THEREON AND THE MATURITY AND THE OTHER TERMS
THEREOF, AND TO TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION THEY DEEM APPROPRIATE
TO EFFECTUATE THE SALE AND /OR ISSUANCE OF SAID BONDS OR NOTES,
SUBJECT, HOWEVER, TO THE FOLLOWING LIMITATIONS:
NO SUCH BONDS SHALL BE ISSUED WITH A TERM OF
MATURITY OF LESS THAN FIFTEEN (15) YEARS; AND
SUCH BONDING AUTHORITY SHALL EXPIRE AT THE
CONCLUSION OF FISCAL YEAR 2007.
LAND OR PROPERTY INTERESTS TO BE PURCHASED WITH BOND PROCEEDS
SHALL BE ACQUIRED IN THE NAME OF THE TOWN BY CONSERVATION
COMMISSION, SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE SELECTMEN,
PURSUANT TO RSA36-A:4. AN AMENDMENT WAS MADE BY KENNETH
CROSS AND DULY SECONDED TO CHANGE THE AMOUNT TO ONE MILLION
DOLLARS ($1,000,000). A MOTION WAS MADE BY KENNETH PRODO AND
\2
DULY SECONDED TO CLOSE DEBATE ON AMENDMENT. MOTION TO CLOSE
DEBATE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. AMENDMENT FAILED BY VOICE VOTE.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY MIKE ESTES TO CLOSE DEBATE ON MAIN
MOTION. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. A MOTION WAS MADE BY
DOUGLAS COWIE AND DULY SECONDED TO TABLE ARTICE 1. UNTIL
ARTICLE 2 IS DONE. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #2. A MOTION WAS MADE BY EDWARD BERRY AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF SIX HUNDRED AND THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($630,000)
FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTING, AND PROVIDING ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT FOR AN ADDITION AND RENOVATIONS TO THE MARY E.
BARTLETT MEMORIAL LIBRARY, FIVE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($575,000) OF SUCH SUM ($630,000) TO BE RAISED
THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF BONDS OR NOTES IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
MUNICIPAL FINANCE ACT (RSA 33:1 et seq., as amended) AND TO AUTHORIZE
THE SELECTMEN TO ISSUE. NEGOTIATE, SELL AND DELIVER SAID BONDS
OR NOTES, AND TO DETERMINE THE RATES OF INTEREST THEREON AND
THE MATURITY AND OTHER TERMS THEREOF. AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
SELECTMEN TO TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION OR TO PASS ANY OTHER VOTE
RELATIVE THERETO AND FURTHER TO AUTHORIZE THE TRUSTEES OF THE
LIBRARY TO APPLY FOR ACCEPT AND EXPEND FOR SAID PROJECT MONEY
FROM ANY STATE, FEDERAL, OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL UNIT OR
PRIVATE SOURCE WHICH BECOMES AVAILABLE DURING THE CALENDAR
YEAR 2003. REMAINING BALANCE OF MONIES FOR THE PROJECT ARE TO
COME FROM AN EXISTING CAPITAL RESERVE ACCOUNT ESTABLISHED AT
TOWN MEETING IN 1999 FOR WHICH THE SELECTMEN AND LIBRARY
TRUSTEES ARE AGENTS. A MOTION WAS MADE BY ROGER BROWN AND
DULY SECONDED TO CLOSE DEBATE. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
THE POLLS WERE OPENED AT 9:05PM TO VOTE ON ARTICLE 1 & 2.
MEETING RESUMED AFTER MOST OF THE PEOPLE HAD
VOTED.MODERATOR CLOSED POLLS AT 10:05 PM ON ARTICLES #1 &2.
BALLOTS WERE THEN COUNTED.
ARTICLE #3. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST.HILAIRE AND DULY
SECONDED TO TABLE ARTICLE #3 UNTIL POLLS CLOSE AND VOTES
COUNTED FOR ARTICLE 1 & 2. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST. HILAIRE AND DULY SECONDED TO
RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION OF ARTICLES 1 & 2. MOTION PASSED BY
VOICE VOTE.
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ARTICLE#4. A MOTION WAS MADE BY JANE BYRNE AND DULY SECONDED
TO ACCEPT ARTICLE #4 AS WRITTEN. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO
CHANGE THAT PORTION OF OLE GORDON ROAD THAT WAS RECLASSIFIED
AS A CLASS A MUNICIPAL TRAIL AT THE 2001 TOWN MEETING TO ITS
FORMER STATUS PRIOR TO THE TOWN MEETING VOTE. A MOTION WAS
MADE BY ERIC TRUMP AND DULY SECONDED TO TABLE ARTICLE #4
PERMANENTLY. VOICE VOTE TOO CLOSE TO CALL. SHOW OF HANDS WAS
CALLED BY MODERATOR. VOTE 90 YES NO 4
ARTICLE #5. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST.HILAIRE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($30,000) TO BE ADDED TO THE
"IMPROVEMENT OF RECREATION GROUNDS ON TOWN PROPERTY"
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED. (SELECTMEN ARE
AGENTS FOR THIS FUND.) A MOTION WAS MADE BY JANE BYRNE AND
DULY SECONDED TO MOVE THE QUESTION. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE
VOTE. MAIN MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MODERATOR RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN READ THE RESULTS OF ARTICLES
#1 AND #2.
ARTICLE # 1 PASSED 298 YES 64 NO
ARTICLE # 2 PASSED 255 YES 98 NO.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY ERIC TRUMP AND DULY SECONDED TO RECESS
UNTIL SATURDAY AT 9:00A.M.. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MODERATOR RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN RECONVENED THE MEETING AT
9:00 A.M. SATURDAY MARCH 15, 2003.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY MARION ARKELL AND DULY SECONDED TO NOT
RECONSIDER ARTICLES 1-5. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #6. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST.HILAIRE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,000) FROM THE TOWN'S
SURPLUS FUND (The money was added to the Town's general fund in 2002 and came
from 2 Wal-Mart grants given to the Brentwood Recreation Commission) TO BUILD A
PLAYGROUND ON TOWN PROPERTY BY THE REC CENTER. THIS WILL BE A
NON-LAPSING APPROPRIATION AND WILL NOT LAPSE UNTIL THE
PLAYGROUND IS COMPLETED OR BY DECEMBER 31, 2008. MOTION PASSED
BY VOICE VOTE.
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ARTICLE #7. A MOTION WAS MADE BY JANE BYRNE AND DULY SECONDED
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($50,000) TO BE ADDED TO THE "HIGHWAY
VEHICLE AND RELATED EQUIPMENT CAPITAL RESERVE FUND"
PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED. (Selectmen are agents for this fund.) MOTION
PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article #8. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WILLIAM FENNELLY AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($100,000) FOR THE
PURPOSE OF ROAD REPAIRS. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #9. A MOTION WAS MADE BY EDWARD BERRY AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF SEVEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($7,000) TO BE ADDED TO THE
"POLICE CRUISER CAPITAL RESERVE FUND" PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED.
(Selectmen are agents for this fund.) MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article #10. A MOTION WAS MADE BY DOUGLAS COWIE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH A CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 35:1 FOR THE PURPOSE OF
REPAIRING TOWN BRIDGES AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($20,000) TO BE PLACED IN THIS FUND,
FURTHER, TO NAME THE SELECTMEN AS AGENTS FOR THIS FUND.
CHRIS MAGNUSSON MOVED THE QUESTION. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE
VOTE. MAIN MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #1 1. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST.HILAIRE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($30,000) FOR
ENGrNEERTNG/ARCHITECTURAL FEES. OR OTHER SERVICES AS REQUIRED,
FOR THE EXPANSION OF THE FIRE STATION. THIS WILL BE A NON-LAPSING
APPROPRIATION AND WILL NOT LAPSE UNTIL THE STUDY IS COMPLETED
OR BY DECEMBER 3 1 , 2008, WHICHEVER IS SOONER AN AMENDMENT WAS
MADE BY GARY RAYMOND AND DULY SECONDED TO CHANGE "THE FIRE
STATION " TO "THE FIRE DEPARTMENT FACILITY. AMENDMENT PASSED BY
VOICE VOTE. A SECOND AMENDMENT WAS MADE BY MR. NEELY AND
DULY SECONDED TO ADD: SELECTMAN WILL BE AGENTS FOR THIS FUND.
MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. MAIN MOTION AS AMENDED PASSED BY
VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #12. A MOTION WAS MADE BY EDWARD BERRY AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF EIGHTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($80,000) TO BE ADDED TO "THE
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REFURBISHING FIRE AND RESCUE VEHICLES CAPITAL RESERVE FUND"
PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED. (Selectmen and Fire Wards are agents for this fund.)
AN AMENDMENT WAS MADE BY MR. NEELY AND DULY SECONDED TO
REDUCE THE AMOUNT TO ($50,000) DOLLARS. A MOTION WAS MADE BY
MR.CLARK AND DULY SECONDED TO CLOSE DEBATE ON AMENDMENT.
MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. AMENDMENT WAS DEFEATED BY VOICE
VOTE. MAIN MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article #13. A MOTION WAS MADE BY DOUGLAS COWIE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($20,000) TO BE ADDED TO
THE "REPLACING FIRE AND RESCUE VEHICLES CAPITAL RESERVE FUND"
PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED. (Selectmen and Fire Wards are agents for this fund.)
MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
Article #14. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WILLIAM FENNELLY AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO CREATE AN EXPENDABLE
TRUST FUND UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 31:19-a I, TO BE KNOWN AS
THE "LIBRARY MAINTENANCE FUND" FOR THE PURPOSE OF FUNDING
LONG TERM AND/OR UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE/REPAIR PROJECTS OF
THE LIBRARY BUILDING AND GROUNDS AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($3,000) TO BE PLACED IN THIS
FUND, AND TO NAME THE TRUSTEES OF THE LIBRARY AS AGENTS FOR
THIS FUND. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ATRICLE #15. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST. HILAIRE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A RECREATION REVOLVING FUND PURSUANT TO RSA
35-B:2, II. THE MONEY RECEIVED FROM FEES AND CHARGES FOR
RECREATION SERVICES AND FACILITIES SHALL BE ALLOWED TO
ACCUMULATE FROM YEAR TO YEAR, AND SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED
PART OF THE TOWN'S GENERAL SURPLUS. THE TREASURER OF THE TOWN
SHALL HAVE CUSTODY OF ALL MONIES IN THE FUND, AND SHALL PAY
OUT THE SAME ONLY UPON ORDER OF THE SELECTMEN. SUCH FUNDS
SHALL BE EXPENDED ONLY FOR PURPOSES AUTHORIZED BY RSA35-B AND
NO EXPENDITURE SHALL BE MADE IN SUCH A WAY AS TO REQUIRE THE
EXPENDITURE OF, OR CREATE A LIABILITY UPON, OTHER TOWN FUNDS
WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN APPROPRIATED TO THAT PURPOSE. MOTION
PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #16. A MOTION WAS MADE BY EDWARD BERRY AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS ($6,000) TO HAVE A FORESTRY PLAN
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FOR TOWN OWNED PROPERTY PREPARED BY A CERTIFIED FORESTER. A
MOTION WAS MADE BY EDWARD BERRY AND DULY SECONDED TO
ALLOW NON-RESIDENT CHARLIE MORENO TO SPEAK. MOTION PASSED BY
VOICE VOTE. A MOTION WAS MADE BY CHARLES PRATT AND DULY
SECONDED TO CLOSE DEBATE. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. MAIN
MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #17. A MOTION WAS MADE BY DOUGLAS COWIE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF SEVENTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($17,000) FOR THE
PURCHASE OF PD COMPUTER NETWORK SOFTWARE. EIGHTY-FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS ($8,500) TO COME FROM TAXATION AND EIGHTY-FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS IS TO COME FROM A CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
ESTABLISHED IN 2002. AND TO DISCONTINUE THIS CAPITAL RESERVE
FUND. ACCUMULATED INTEREST ON THIS FUND, TO DATE OF
WITHDRAWAL, IS TO BE TRANSFERRED TO THE TOWN'S GENERAL FUND.
MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #18. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST.HILAIRE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF TWENTY-SEVEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($27,000) AS THE FIRST
HALF OF A FIFTY FOUR THOUSAND DOLLAR ($54,000) CONTRACT FOR THE
PREPARATION OF DIGITIZED PROPERTY MAPS. A MOTION WAS MADE BY
WAYNE ST.HILAIRE AND DULY SECONDED TO ALLOW NON -RESIDENT
DONALD F. BUTSON OF CARTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATES, INC. TO SPEAK.
MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. MAIN MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #19. A MOTION WAS MADE BY DOUGLAS COWIE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF TWO HUNDRED FIFTY-THREE DOLLARS ($253) COLLECTED IN
2002 FROM THE SALE OF RECYCLED MATERIALS TO BE PLACED IN AN
EXISTING CAPITAL RESERVE FUND ESTABLISHED IN 1996 FOR THE
PURPOSE OF SITE IMPROVEMENTS AND RECYCLING EQUIPMENT AND TO
NAME THE SELECTMEN AS AGENTS FOR THIS FUND. MOTION PASSED BY
VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #20. A MOTION WAS MADE BY JANE BYRNE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF THIRTY THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED AND NINETY -ONE
DOLLARS ($30,391) COLLECTED IN 2002 FROM AMBULANCE CHARGES ($335
ofthis is interest) TO BE PLACED IN AN EXISTING CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
ESTABLISHED IN 1996 FOR THE REPLACEMENT OF OUR AMBULANCE WHEN
IT BECOMES NECESSARY. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
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ARTICLE 21. A MOTION WAS MADE BY DOUGLAS COWIE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN SHALL ADOPT AN EXEMPTION FOR THE
DISABLED? THE EXEMPTION. BASED ON ASSESSED VALUE. FOR QUALIFIED
TAXPAYERS SHALL BE $30,000. TO QUALIFY. THE PERSON MUST HAVE
BEEN A NH RESIDENT FOR AT LEAST 5 YEARS AND OWN AND OCCUPY THE
REAL ESTATE INDIVIDUALLY OR JOINTLY, OR IF THE REAL ESTATE IS
OWNED BY A SPOUSE, THEY MUST HAVE BEEN MARRIED FOR AT LEAST 5
YEARS. IN ADDITION. THE TAXPAYER MUST HAVE A NET INCOME OF NOT
MORE THAN $20,000 OR. IF MARRIED. A COMBrNED NET INCOME OF NOT
MORE THAN $30,000; AND OWN NET ASSETS NOT IN EXCESS OF $50,000
EXCLUDING THE VALUE OF THE PERSON'S RESIDENCE. Majority ballot vote is
required. AN AMENDMENT WAS MADE BY ERIC TRUMP AND DULY
SECONDED TO ADD THE RSA: 72:37B. AMENDMENT PASSED BY VOICE
VOTE. A MOTION WAS MADE BY JANE BYRNE AND DULY SECONDED TO
TABLE ARTICLE #21 UNTIL ARTICLE #22 AND ARTICLE #23 HAVE BEEN
DISCUSSED. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #22. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST.HILAIRE AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN SHALL MODIFY THE PROVISIONS OF RSA
72:37 FOR THE EXEMPTION FOR THE BLIND FROM THE ASSESSED VALUE OF
RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE FOR PROPERTY TAX PURPOSES? THIS
STATUTE PROVIDES THAT EVERY INHABITANT WHO IS LEGALLY BLIND
SHALL BE EXEMPT EACH YEAR, FOR PROPERTY TAX PURPOSES. FROM THE
ASSESSED VALUE ON A RESIDENCE TO THE VALUE OF $30,000. Majority ballot
vote is required. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST. HJLAIRE AND DULY
SECONDED TO TABLE ARTICLE #22 UNTIL ARTICLE #23 IS DISCUSSED.
MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #23. A MOTION WAS MADE BY EDWARD BERRY AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN SHALL MODIFY THE ELDERLY
EXEMPTIONS FROM PROPERTY TAX IN THE TOWN OF BRENTWOOD,
BASED ON ASSESSED VALUE FOR QUALIFIED TAXPAYERS, TO BE AS
FOLLOWS: FOR A PERSON 65 YEARS OF AGE UP TO 75 YEARS, $50,000; FOR A
PERSON 75 YEARS OF AGE UP TO 80 OR OLDER$60,000; FOR A PERSON 80
YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER. $70,000. TO QUALIFY, THE PERSON MUST HAVE
BEEN A NH RESIDENT FOR AT LEAST 5 YEARS, OWN THE REAL ESTATE
INDIVIDUALLY OR JOINTLY, OR IF THE REAL ESTATE IS OWNED BY SUCH
PERSON'S SPOUSE, THEY MUST HAVE BEEN MARRIED FOR AT LEAST 5
YEARS. IN ADDITION, THE TAXPAYER MUST HAVE A NET INCOME OF NOT
MORE THAN $20,000 OR, IF MARRIED, A COMBINED NET INCOME OF LESS
THAN $30,000; AND OWN NET ASSETS NOT IN EXCESS OF $50,000
EXCLUDING THE VALUE OF THE PERSON'S RESIDENCE. AN AMENDMENT
WAS MADE BY EDWARD BERRY AND DULY SECONDED TO DELETE (OR
OLDER) AFTER 80. AMENDMENT PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. AN
AMENDMENT WAS MADE BY ERIC TRUMP AND DULY SECONDED TO ADD
THE RSA TO ARTICLE. RSA 72:39-B. AMENDMENT PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MAIN MOTION AS AMENDED PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. A MOTION WAS
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MADE BY WAYNE ST.HILAIRE AND DULY SECONDED TO HAVE ALL THREE
ARTICLES VOTED ON NOW. MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. POLLS
OPENED FOR VOTING ON ALL THREE ARTICLES.
ARTICLE #24. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WILLIAM FENNELLY AND DULY
SECONDED TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF ONE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY -SEVEN THOUSAND,
THREE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE DOLLARS ($1,737,355.) FOR TOWN OPERATING
EXPENSES. SAID SUM DOES NOT INCLUDE SPECIAL OR INDIVIDUAL
ARTICLES ADDRESSED.
SELECTMEN RECOMMEND A TOTAL OF ONE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED
FIFTY THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND FORTY-FOUR DOLLARS ($1,750,544.)
THE BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS A TOTAL OF ONE MILLION
SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN THOUSAND. THREE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE
DOLLARS ($1,737,355.) AN AMENDMENT WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST.HILAIRE
AND DULY SECONDED TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT BY $30,000 DOLLARS.
FOR SNOW REMOVAL. AMENDMENT PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. AN
AMENDMENT WAS MADE BY RICHARD CLARK .AND DULY SECONDED TO
INCREASE THE BUDGET BY $700 DOLLARS FOR THE NEW OUTLOOK TEEN
CENTER. A MOTION WAS MADE BY WAYNE ST. HILAIRE AND DULY
SECONDED TO CLOSE DEBATE. MOTION TO CLOSE DEBATE PASSED BY
VOICE VOTE. AMENDMENT FOR SEVEN HUNDRED DOLLARS PASSED BY
VOICE VOTE. MAIN MOTION AS AMENDED TWICE PASSED BY VOICE
VOTE.
THE MODERATOR READ THE RESULTS OF THE VOTING ON ARTICLES 21.22
&23. ARTICLE #21. 80 YES 6 NO
ARTICLE #22. 74 YES 12 NO
ARTICLE #23. 82 YES 4 NO
ARTICLE #25. A MOTION WAS MADE BY DOUGLAS COWIE AND DULY
SECONDED THAT WE, THE CITIZENS OF BRENTWOOD, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
CALL ON OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS FROM ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT.
AND THOSE SEEKING OFFICE, TO WORK WITH CONSUMERS. BUSINESSES.
AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS TO ENSURE THAT:
Everyone, including the self-employed, unemployed, un-and underinsured
and small business owners, has access to an affordable basic health plan
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Everyone, including employers, consumers, and the State, Local and
Federal Government, makes a responsible and fair contribution to finance
the health care system;
Everyone receives high quality care that is cost efficient and medically
effective: and
That these efforts help control the skyrocketing cost of health care.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY ROGER GOUN AND DULY SECONDED TO TABLE
ARTICLE #25.
MOTION TO TABLE WAS DEFEATED BY VOICE VOTE. A MOTION WAS MADE
BY MR. NEELY AND DULY SECONDED TO MOVE THE QUESTION. MOTION
PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. MAIN MOTION PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE #26. WAYNE ST. HILAIRE READ PROCLAMATION FROM RED
CROSS:
Today, the mission of the American Red Cross is more relevant than ever as we
confront a changing America full of unique challenges.
Today, in a collaborative effort with the federal government and other
members of the emergency planning community, the Great Bay Chapter of the American
Red Cross and its partners are better able to serve the community. Through its bold, new
"Together We Prepare" initiative, the Red Cross is leading the way in empowering
individuals and families to protect themselves. With five simple steps: make a plan;
build a kit; get trained; volunteer; and give blood, the Great Bay Chapter and Americans
from coast to coast will help make their communities safer.
For more than 85 years, the American Red Cross has honored its mission: to
provide relief to victims of disasters while helping people prevent, prepare for. and
respond to emergencies. Last year alone, more than 500 silent heroes helped our
neighbors by supporting the efforts of the Great Bay Chapter, and over 4,600 took the
time to learn lifesaving skills such as first aid, CPR, and defibrillator use. More than
9,000 volunteer donors made blood donations, the gift of life. More than 148 U.S.
military families received direct assistance from the Great Bay Chapter, keeping them
connected in times of great personal sorrow and joy.
On behalf of a grateful town, I applaud and recognize the selfless dedication
of generations of Red Crossers. Now, therefore, I, Wayne St.Hilaire, by virtue of the
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authority vested in me by Brentwood, NH and Rockingham County, do hereby proclaim
March 2003 as American Red Cross Month. As we celebrate American Red Cross
Month. I call upon all our citizens of Brentwood, NH to become partners in preparedness
with their local Red Cross chapters and to become active participants in advancing the
noble mission of the Red Cross.
ANN MARIE CHESNO ASKED ABOUT A GAG ORDER ON LITIGATION THE
TOWN IS IN:WAYNE ST.HILAIRE SAID ONLY GAG WAS VOTE TOWN
MEETING VOTED. TOWN INVOLVED IN LITIGATION ON OLE GORDON
ROAD,BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT WITH WATER COMPANY,AND LEGAL FEES
ON HOUSE IN DISREPAIR, AND AT SOME POINT LAND BEHIND BRC.
WAYNE ST. HJLAIRE THANKED THE OPEN SPACE AND LIBRARY
COMMITTEES FOR ALL THEIR HARD WORK.
ELYSE SEELY ASKED THAT THE PLANNING BOARD WORK ON TOWN
CENTER.
ARTICLE #27. ERIC TRUMP MADE THE MOTION TO HAVE THE TOWN
BUDGET BE SHOWN LINE BY LINE.
ALBERT BELANGER REQUESTED THAT THE OFFICIAL RECORD SHOW THAT
WE ADJOURNED THIS TOWN MEETING IN RECOGNITION OF AND
APPRECIATION FOR THE SACRIFICE OF THOSE BRAVE MEN AND WOMEN
OF OUR ARMED FORCES WHO HAVE BEEN DEPLOYED TO THE MID-EAST TO
PRESSURE SADDAM HUSSEIN TO ABIDE BY THE CEASE-FIRE TERMS HE
AGREED TO TWELVE YEARS AGO AND THE EIGHTEEN UNITED NATIONS
RESOLUTIONS REQUIRING HIM TO DISARM AND TO VERIFY THAT HE HAS
DESTROYED HIS WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION.






TOWN OF BRENTWOOD, N.H.
MARCH 11,2003
SELECTMEN FOR THREE YEARS:




TOWN CLERK/TAX COLECTOR FOR
THREE YEARS: VOTE FOR ONE ( 1
)
PHYLLIS THOMPSON ^a^T
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS FOR
THREE YEARS: VOTE FOR ONE (1)
JOAN M. TUCK fed
PLANNING BOARD FOR
THREE YEARS: VOTE FOR TWO (2)
JOHN D KENNEDY 76 3L
CHARLES W. PRATT 7fQ
CEMETERY TRUSTEE FOR THREE YEARS:
VOTE FOR ONE (1)
DOUG A. FINAN rrs
LIBRARY TRUSTEES FOR
THREE YEARS: VOTE FOR TWO (2)
JAMES F. CLARK JR. f'/f
ROBERT GILBERT ft)3>
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR
ONE YEAR: VOTE FOR ONE (1)
KENNETH A. CROSS ?/3
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR
TWO YEARS: VOTE FOR ONE (1)
JANE L. BYRNE r<//
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR
THREE YEARS: VOTE FOR TWO (2)
BRENDA A MAROTTO <&>"
FIRE WARDS FOR ONE YEAR:
VOTE FOR TWO (2)




# 1 . Are you in favor of the adoprion of the
following amendment to the Town of
Brenrwood zoning ordinance as proposed by
the Planning Board?
Amend Article III section 4.2. 1., E 1. by
changing the measurement in the fifth (5th) line
to be measured from the centerline of the road.
Yes No JLOj. I
rrl. Are you in favor of the adoprion of the
following amendment to the Town of
Brentwood zoning ordinance as proposed by
the Planning Board?
Amend Article IV. section 4.2, 3., A.. 3., a., to
make the setback be measured from the
centerline of the road.
Yes
#3. Are you in favor of the adoprion of the
following amendment to the Town of
Brenrwood Building ordinance as proposed by
the Planning Board?
Amend Arricle IV, section 4.2., 4., F., 1., to read
as follows: No building shall be located within
seventy five (75) feet of the centerline of the
abutting road within the Town exclusive of the
new Route 125 and Route 101.
Yes
#4. Axe you in favor of the adoprion of the
following amendment to the Town of
Brenrwood zoning ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board
Amend Article IV, section 4.2, 5., F. 1., b., to
read as follows: Buildinu setbacks - 40 feet from
edge of right-of-way in front 20 feet from side
and rear property lines.
Yes No ,260, J
#5. Are you in favor of the adoption of the
following amendment to the Town of Brenrwood
zoning ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
Amend .Article IV, Section 4. , H., 1 to read: Uses
not allowed in the Residential / Agricultural Area:
1
)
Retail stores, restaurants, and other
retail businesses unless these uses are
home occupations meenng the
standards and operational crueria
established in Article VI, Section 6.
1
of the Brenrwood Zoning Ordinance.
Yes 7^/ I
No )7S\
#6. Are you in favor of the adoprion of the
following amendment to the Town of Brentwood
zoning ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
.Amend .Article VL Section 6.3 ,2. A., second line
to read: "A Family Day Care facility shall be
reviewed by the Planning Board at a duly noticed
pubhe meeting." This change means that a
public hearing is not required for this kind of
facility.
Yes Sfd\ no 337 \
#7. Are you in favor of the adoption of the
following amendment to the Town of Brentwood
zoning ordinance as proposed by Citizen's petition
On Petition of Peggy Franczak and other registerec
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voters of Brentwood, to request that the Town vote
(in the next town meeting in March 2003) on
whether to amend the zoning district from
Commercial/ Industrial to Muln-farnily/Professicnal
Office in the followine location:
500 feet in depth on the east side of Route 125, from
Middle Road north to the southern bounds of lot
31.11 as shown on the Brentwood Tax map sheet 2
zone 2, and to mclude all of lot 1.2 as shown on the
Brentwood tax map sheet 2 zone 3
.
The Brentwood Planning Board disapproves of this
amendment.





BOARD OF SELECTMEN 12400.








DATA PROCESSING 1 8539.
BUDGET COMMITTEE 1 098

















SOLID WASTE COLLECTION 1 09056.











STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, 2003 (Cont'd)
CONTINGENCIES 25000.




C.R. RECYCLING FEES 253.
LIBRARY ADDITION 630,000.
C.R. DUMP TRUCK(S)/EQUTP 50,000.
REPATR/REFURB FD VEHICLES 80,000.
C.R. TO REPLACE FD VEHICLES 20,000.
C.R. AMBULANCE FEES 30,391.
BALLFIELD FACILITIES 30,000.
BOND FOR LAND 2,000,000.
BUILD PLAYGROUND 5,000.
FORESTRY PLAN 6,000.
PD COMPUTER SOFTWARE 1 7,000.
CR BRIDGE REPAIRS 20,000.
CR TAX MAPS 27,000.
CR FIRE STATION STUDY 30,000.
EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND 3,000.
TOTAL WARRANT ARTICLES 3,055,644.
TOTAL BUDGET 4,823,699.
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION




PUBLIC UTILITIES. ELECTRIC U08.000.
MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION FOR ALL PROPERTIES 338,566,349.
LESS EXEMPTIONS 812,400.
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED 337.753.949.
MINUS PUBLIC UTILITIES 2,308.000.
NET VALUATION WITHOUT UTILITIES ON WHICH TAX RATE





















PROPERTY AS OF 12/31/03
FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2003
ASSETS
CASH ON HAND 12/31/03
UNREDEEMED TAXES
LEVY OF 2001 19,924.76
LEVY OF 2002 66,778.09







ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN:
SAU#16
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OPERATING BUDGET










4152.10 REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
4153.10 LEGAL EXPENSE
4191.10 PLANNING BOARD
4191.20 ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
4194.10 GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
4194.20 GENERAL GOVERNMENT
4195.10 CEMETERIES
4196.10 INSURANCE NOT OTHERWISE ALLOCATED
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Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street « Concord New Hampshire « 03301-5063 • 603-225-6996 » FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Brentwood
Brentwood, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Brentwood. New Hampshire
as of and for the year ended December 31, 2002 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial
statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general purpose financial statements based on our audit. ;.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets account group which
should be included in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of Brentwood has not maintained
historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group
is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the preceding paragraph,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Town of Brentwood as of December 31, 2002, and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its
nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements of the Town
of Brentwood taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed as schedules in the table
of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial
statements of the Town of Brentwood. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in




TOWN OF BRENTWOOD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet
All Fund Types and Account Group
December 31, 2002
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS











TOWN OF BRENTWOOD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds









Total Revenues and Other Financing Sources
Governmental
EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF BRENTWOOD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds









Total Revenues and Other Financing Sources
SCHEDULE A-3
TOWN OF BRENTWOOD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2002
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - January 1 S 731,999
Deductions
Unreserved Fund Balance Used
To Reduce 2002 Tax Rate















Fund Balance - December 31 S 994.262
See Independent Auditor's Report, page 1.
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Town Clerk's Report
Janruarv 1.2003 to December 31.2003
Automobile Permits 5952
Automobile Decals 4235









Miscellaneous Fees from Direct Deposit to the Town
Total Remitted to the Town
Respectfully Submitted,























For the Municipality of





For the Municipality of Brentwood Year Ending 2003
DEBITS
Unredeemed Taxes from Tax Liens December 31. 2003
2003 2002
American Heritage Modular Homes
Andreoli,David N. & Kimberly A.
Atwater.John T.
Atwater.John T.
Becker.Joseph L. Jr. & Rebecca T.
Beckston Investments LTD










Nicholson,Thomas M. & Ingrid Lane
Powerjames & Josephine
Sanborn,George O.
Susan E. Fuller Rev. Trust
Tardy, Mary Jane E.
Thistle Realty Trust
Thistle Realty Trust
Windy Brook Farms Realty Trust
Totals
I hereby certify the above list showing names and amounts due from each delinquent
taxpayer, as of December 31, 2003 is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
$9,862.19
TOWN OF BRENTWOOD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
JANUARY 1, 2003 TO DECEMBER 31, 2003
CASH ON HAND JANUARY 1, 2003
General Fund, CDs, Ambulance Acct 2,731,549.19
TAX COLLECTOR
2003 PROPERTY TAX 6,505,917.19
PRIOR PROPERTY TAX 371,804.44
YIELD TAX & FEES 9,677.07
EXCAVATION TAX 84.72
LAND USE CHANGE 459,460.04
TOTAL INTEREST ON DELINQUENT TAXES 56,930.52
TAX SALES & COSTS 161 ,860.75
TOWN CLERK
M.V. PERMITS, TITLES, DECALS 659,389.50
BOAT DECALS & FEES 263.08
MARRIAGE LICENSES 1,035.00
DOG LICENSES, FEES, PENALTIES 6,504.50
VITAL STATISTICS 1,138.00
CURRENT USE RELEASE FEES 50.41
MISCELLANEOUS FEES 2,171.00
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SHARED REVENUE, HIGHWAY GRANT 97,077.34
ROOMS & MEALS TAX 108,459.68
FEMA GRANT 8,345.67
GENERAL REVENUE
INTEREST ON GENERAL FUND & CDs 21 ,728.80
PRIVATE DUTY REIMBURSEMENT 43,205.00
CEMETERY LOTS, MAINT, ETC 1 ,700.00
BUSINESS LICENSES/PERMITS 9,107.00
BLDG, DRIVEWAY, OIL, SPRINKLER PERMITS 37,066.03
CABLE FRANCHISE FEE 1 3,734. 1
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AMBULANCE FEES 42,645.04
OFFICES & BOARDS 16,965.60
MISC. REFUNDS & REIMBURSEMENTS 128,439.33
PROCEEDS FROM BONDS 575,700.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS 9,340,459 90
LESS DISBURSEMENTS (SELECTMEN'S ORDERS, ETC.) 8,253,956.95
LESS *02 AMBULANCE FEES TO TRUST FUND 30,391 00
LESS CURRENT USE TO CONSERVATION COMM. 160,276 55
LESS IMPACT FEES TXFD TO IMPACT FEE ACCT 23,918.15
CASH ON HAND DECEMBER 31 , 2003 3,603,466 44





IMPACT FEES ACCOUNT 63,248.73
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OTHER LICENSES
01-3290.10 DOG LICENSES
01-3290.20 DCG LICENSE FINES
01-3290.30 DOGS, STATE FEES
01-3290.40 MARRIAGE LICENSE FEES
01-3290.50 VITAL RECORDS
01-3290.70 TOWN CLERK MISC FEES
01-3290.71 FILING FEES
01-3290.80 CURRENT USE RELEASE FEES
••TOTAL** OTHER LICENSES
••TOTAL** LICENSES, PERMITS S< FEES
2997. SO
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PB SALE OF ZONING BOOKS
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS, MOWING
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RENT OF TOWN PROPERTY 0.00
01-3504 .10
* 'TOTAL** FINES






01-3506.40 INSURANCE PREMIUMS, REIMBURSED
•TOTAL** TOTAL INSURANCE REFUNDS/REIMB
0.00
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000001
ACTUAL & BUDGETED EXPENSES 4 ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = tt«-4tttttt . ##-###
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Fund; GENERAL FUND Period; January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent















* "TOTAL** BOARD OF SELECTMEN
9940.00
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000002
ACTUAL & BUDGETED EXPENSES & ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = #tt-4t*## .##-###
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent
Budgeted Expenditures Expenditures Encumbrances Remaining Left
01-4140.10-215 TC LIFE INSURANCE
01-4140.10-219 TC DENTAL INSURANCE
01-4140.10-225 TC FICA/Medicare
01-4140.10-230 TC Deferred Compensation
01-4140.10-231 TC NH Retirement
01-4140.10-240 TC SEMINARS/TRAINING
01-4140.10-258 TC CONVENTIONS
01-4140.10-290 TC SHORT TERM DISABILITY INS
01-4140. 10-550 TC PRINTING EXPENSES
01-4140.10-560 TC Dues & Subscriptions
01-414C . 10-620 TC Office Supplies
01-4140.10-625 TC Postage
01-4140.10-670 TC AUTO REGISTRATION BOOKS
01-4140.10-680 TC DOG LICENSES
















02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000003
ACTUAL S, BUDGETED EXPENSES & ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = tttt-4##* . ##-###
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent
Budgeted Expenditures Expenditures Encumbrances Remaining Left
01-
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000004
ACTUAL 4 BUDGETED EXPENSES 4 ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = #tt-4S## . ##-###
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent





AS CURRENT USE APPRAISALS
AS TAX MAP UPDATES
AS TAX APPRAISALS
0TAL** REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
5000.00
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000005
ACTUAL & BUDGETED EXPENSES & ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = ##-4### . ##-###
Level of Detail * OBJECT; Level = 9
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent
Budgeted Expenditures Expenditures Encumbrances Remaining Left
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
01-4191.20-110 ZBA SALARY
01-4191.20-225 ZBA FICA/MEDI CARE
01-4191.20-625 ZBA POSTAGE/LEGAL NOTICES
**TOTAL** ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
705.00
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000006
ACTUAL & BUDGETED EXPENSES 4 ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = ##- 4 ### . #«-»##
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent

















02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000007
ACTUAL & BUDGETED EXPENSES & ENCUM
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = ##-4##tt . *#-###
Level of Detail = OBJECT,- Level = 9
R A N C E
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
—
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000008
ACTUAL 4 BUDGETED EXPENSES 4 ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = 8#-4#tt# . **-##«
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent









* 'TOTAL** FIRE DEPARTMENT
500
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000009
ACTUAL BUDGETED EXPENSES 4 ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = tt«-4### . ## -tttttt
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 00001
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000011
ACTUAL BUDGETED EXPENSES & ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = tf#-4tt#tt . ##-###
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent












NP SEACOAST RED CROSS
NP SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERV
NP SEACOAST MENTAL HEALTH
NP AREA HOMEMAKERS
NP A SAFE PLACE
NP CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES
NP R MCFARLAND CHILDREN'S CENT
NP ROCKINGHAM NUTRITION
NP ROCK COMM ACTION PROGRAM
NP R.S.V.P.
NP BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS
** HEALTH AGENCIES & HOSPITALS
350.00
02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood
ACTUAL & BUDGETED EXPENSES 4 ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = ##-4#tt# . #*-#*#
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Page 000012
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2 003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent














































































































































02/09/04 11:54 Town of Brentwood Page 000013
ACTUAL & BUDGETED EXPENSES 4 ENCUMBRANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = ##-4### . ##-###
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level - 9
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 2003
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent
Budgeted Expenditures Expenditures Encumbrances Remaining Left
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 0. 00 100.00
DEBT SERVICE, NOTE






DEBT T.O.B P & I
DEBT DEMERITT P & I
DEBT MARTIN P & I
DEBT LIBRARY
* 'TOTAL** OTHER FINANCIAL USES





BUDGETED EXPENSES & ENCUM3RANCE
Report Sequence = Fund or Acct Group
Account = First thru Last; Mask = tt#-4#ft#. #*-###
Level of Detail = OBJECT; Level = 9
Page 00001
Fund: GENERAL FUND Period: January 2003 to December 200:
Account Number Account Name
Current Year Period Current Year Balance Percent
Budgeted Expenditures Expenditures Encumbrances Remaining Left
01-4910.80-740 FD RADIOS/PAGERS
01-4911.90-392 WA NEW OUTLOOK
01-4914.90-960 WA CONSERVATION COMM
01-4914.90-961 WA CONS & AGRI EASEMENTS
01-4915.90-390 CR TAX MAPS
01-4915.90-710 FD CR FIRE STATION
01-4915.90-760 WA CR. POLICE CRUISERS
01-4915.90-762 WA CR. RECYCLING FEES
01-491S. 90-765 WA CR LIBRARY ADDITION
01-4915.90-766 WA CR DUMP TRUCK (S) /EQUIP
01-4915.90-769 WA CR REPAIR/REFURB VEHICLES
01-4915.90-771 WA CR TO REPLACE EQUIPMENT
01-4915.90-961 WA CR. AMBULANCE FEES
01-4915.90-962 WA CR BALLFIELD FACILITIES
01-4916.10-960 LIBRARY EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND
0.00
02/05/2004 1:41 PM Town Of Brentwood Page 000001
PERIOD END REPORT - ABBREVIATED
Period Selected - Calendar Year 2003
Sequence: All Employees By Name
Employee Range: Include All Employees
Payroll Group Range: Include All Payroll Groups
Employee Name
REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
2003
The following is a list of the applications brought before the Planning Board in 2003. In addition, the
Board adopted new subdivision regulations that will require minimum road lengths for new cul-de-sacs;
implemented impact fees for non-residential development; created new standards for landscaping and
illumination within the site plan review regulations. The Board worked with citizen volunteers to create a
Town Center Zone, to be presented to the voters in March, by establishing a district that allows a mix of
commercial and residential uses that are complementary, while prohibiting some commercial uses that are
not well suited to the existing residential character of the area. Other zoning changes the Board is
presenting are new sign regulations; incorporating the State's definition of farming; and making two




The Mary E. Bartlett Memorial Library
Robert Gilbert, Chair James Clark Merril Dwyer Elyse Gallo Seeley Tracy Waldron
Annual Report of the Trustees to
The Honorable Board of Selectmen and the Citizens of Brentwood
2003 was a watershed year in which, more than ever before, the library fulfilled the expectations of
its patrons, set the stage for the years ahead, and earned its reputation as Brentwood's town center.
• Circulation, the best measure of library media usage, increased by over 10% to 37,891.
• Cardholders, after allowing for estimated departures, increased by 17.6% to 2,208.
• At Town Meeting, voters authorized and funded the critically needed expansion.
While there have been and still are challenges to be met, the project is just about on
time and on budget. Brentwood is fortunate that Gary Raymond is Project and
Construction Manager. His tireless efforts have hurdled the problems of weather and
escalating prices in construction materials.
Several local companies have provided materials and services at or near their costs and
sometimes below. Plans to show our thanks and recognize these contributors are in
the works.
Everyone is invited to visit. Please come and see for yourself. By the end of April, if
all goes well, we should be moving everything into the new section, so that repairs and
renovations can be made to the existing space. Along about summer's official start, the
project will be nearing completion.
• Marilyn Morehead was named Librarian of the Year by the New Hampshire Library Trustees
Association. President Elizabeth Ives, making the presentation at our Fire Hall, said that no
nominee in memory had received support and endorsement from so broad and diverse a
base, and her election was really a "no-brainer." We always knew it!
• The Friends of the Library continued to exemplify the ideal relationship with the library.
They are a role model that libraries everywhere can only hope to copy. They fund unusual
purchases of media, furniture, shelving, neat gadgets, computer hardware and software and
lots more— things the library could not otherwise afford, but which make a huge difference
in the quality of our offerings. There is a great deal more, too: they sponsor and put on many
evening programs which have been very successful; they are an invaluable help in
engendering community support and interest in the library; and they offer wise counsel on
how to maximize the library's attractiveness and usefulness to the Brentwood community.
We keep trying to find a way to shout "thank you" more loudly.
• Many thanks are owed to many people whose voluntary efforts make the quality of life at the
library so much higher. Special mention must go to the Brentwood Gardeners for theix
successful efforts which make our grounds so inviting and attractive.
We close with the acknowledgment that none of this would be possible without the hard work and
Slove bestowed on the library by our two librarians and their dedicated assistants. Their
contributions greatly exceed any words of praise that might be offered, but they should know that
we and the whole community are grateful for what they do every day.
Respectfully submitted by the Trustees of the Library
63
The Mary E. Bartlett Library
Received from
co
REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
Honorable Board of Selectmen, Citizens of Brentwood:
It is my pleasure to submit this report as Chief of Police for the year 2003. This
year we added two new officers. Officer Joe Gordon and Officer Joseph Fussell. Officer
Gordon started full time and Officer Fussell started with the department part time; he will
attend the full time academy in January. Officer Aaron Berube will attend the academy
in April. Officer Susan Frotton has taken a full time position with the Town of Raymond,
she continues to work as the D.A.R.E. officer. Presently she is working with the fifth
grade students at Swasey School. Officer Chris Johnson resigned with the department to
take a full time position with the town of Waterville New Hampshire.
Earlier in the year Lt. Roy and myself attended a three day anti-terrorism seminar
conducted by the F.B. I.
Officer Randall Frotton has been activated to server our country for at least the
next eighteen months.
The department received 9,307 calls for service in the year 2003, of which 144 of
these were arrests and 63 were m.v. accidents.
For 2003 the Department was reimbursed for the following:
Accident reports-$505.00 Details -$43,205.00
Pistol Permits- $350.00 Court Fines- $932.67
A total of $45240.30 went into the General Fund to help defray costs incurred by
various Town Agencies.
The Police Department continues to serve the community 24 hours a day 7 days
a week. Our phone number for EMERGENCY calls is 91 1 or 679-2225. Our NON-
EMERGENCY number is 642-6400 extension 22.
I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen, the citizens of Brentwood, the
Ladies Auxiliary of the Brentwood Fire Department and the Officers of all Departments
for their support and cooperation this year. -
Respectfully submitted, Li/d*^*^- ^^ /U^JL-,w-—
^
Wayne M. Robinson, Chief of Police
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Report of the Brentwood fire Department
Board of Selectmen
Citizens ofBrentwood
For the year 2003 the department responded to 209 fire calls, 181 medical
calls and 270 service calls, for a total of 660 responses. Service calls are non
emergency responses, i.e. public assist, inspections, fire drills, etc.
Last summer Engine 1 was sent out and rebuilt into a rescue/pumper, now
called Rescue 2. R-2 has larger compartments for all of our rescue
equipment, a 1250 gpm pump and smaller water tank. This makes R-2 able
to handle multiple tasks.
The Firemens Association purchased a new hydraulic power unit and new
hydraulic cutters. The new power unit enables us to run two tools at the
same time, a real time saver. The cutters can cut into cars more efficiently
so that we can extricate patients involved in motor vehicle accidents. This
equipment is stored on Rescue 2, pre-connected and ready to go.
Several members took on the task of establishing an explorer program in the
Fire Department. This gives our teenagers a chance to learn about the fire
service and become more active. The Explorers meet monthly and assist the
fire department in many ways.
The Fire Departments Toys for Tots program was once again available to
resident families in need. Our members continue to do a great job with this
program.
I wish to thank all the members ofthe department, Firemens Association
























Total Expended 2003 $9854.18
Revenues:
Trustees of the Trust Fund
Sale of Cemetery Lots (6 @ $200)









Report of the Building Inspector
A total of 158 building permits were issued in 2003. The following is a
breakdown of the permits issued and the estimated values.
New Dwellings
Recreation 2003
The year 2003 was very busy with all the new growth in town. Along with the growth the
recreation has been busy expanding our programs for all our residents to enjoy. As the
winter months arrive we start the New Year, with our basketball program for kids ages 1 st
through 8
th
grade. Our ski program was offered to those brave enough to go out in the
bitter cold. Those who weren't so brave, stayed in and enjoyed some quality time with
the one they love, practicing their moves during our Ballroom Dance lessons. On to finish
up with the cold weather we celebrated with a Manchester Monarch game.
With springtime around the corner we enjoyed the nice weather with an out door Easter
egg hunt complete with the big bunny stopping by to spend time with the kids. For the
big kids, it's the fun filled trip to Foxwood Casino with hopes of hitting it big.
After the big thaw our T-ball, Softball and baseball programs started off with a bang. All
the fields are being used to capacity, the kids are off and running. Our thanks go out to
the Lindon's for their continued support in allowing the use of their land behind the
Library.
Summer brought the annual Brentwood Day at Water Country and a new twist, a day of
fun at Canobie Lake Park, with the discounted tickets for all. Archery Classes were added
to get on target for the weeklong soccer camp held at the recreation fields. This put a nice
finish on the summer season.
Autumn brought along our fall soccer program with the kids enjoying playing soccer
under the lights on a cold windy night, with lots of hot chocolate on hand to help warm
hands along with hearts. A super Haunted Hay Ride was the highlight for October. There
were plenty of goblins there to scare the young and old.
With the end of the year approaching we enjoyed making a holiday craft with friends,
Santa was right behind with his fire bells ringing wishing all a wonderful holiday season.
In our small but growing community we rely upon our great volunteers to support our
programs. If we didn't have those dedicated people we wouldn't be able to offer our
programs to our residents. The Lamprey River Bow Hunters and Field Archery Club
meet at the recreation building as well as the New England Blacksmiths. The two groups
continue to maintain and improve our facility. The Police, Fire dept and Highway dept
are a big help with our special events. All of the people at Swasey School who continue
to support our programs. The Recreation Dept would like to thank all the people who








This year was marked by continued progress in the area of land conservation with the
final easements for our initial Water Source Protection Grants from DES being recorded. The
combined efforts of the Conservation Commission, DES and the Nekton, Macmullen, Hull and
Schmalzer families provided several hundred feet of contiguous protection along the north side
of the Exeter River. Currently there are several more properties in town that are in various
stages of application for the same grant source. Hopefully the state will see fit to continue this
worthwhile grant source. There are also a few environmentally important pieces of property in
town that are in application for a Farmland Protection Program Grant from the USDA The
Open Space Committee and the Landowner's Outreach Committee have been busy all year
assessing properties worthy of conservation and contacting landowners about conservation
options available to them. A Memorandum of Understanding has been created as a useful tool
for the Open Space Committee and landowners to document the rights and responsibilities of
both parties when proceeding through the land protection process. It is the intention of the
Conservation Commission to be a source of information and guidance to landowners when
considering land related issues in estate planning.
New subdivision plans have been minimal this year, but a few commercial developments
on Rte 125 have necessitated meetings to discuss wetlands impact and buffer protection. We
continue our affiliation with the Exeter River Local Advisory Committee and have budgeted
annual dues for this membership. This regional board of watershed communities is a great
source of information about land issues which directly influence the water quality along this
meandering river. Ray Jones is our Brentwood rep and attends monthly meetings.
The Brentwood Conservation Commission received the Outstanding Cooperator of the
Year Award for 2003 given by the NH Association of Conservation Districts. It was a well
deserved recognition for all the hard work that so many volunteers within our community have
contributed. It goes far past the commission to include the Open Space Committee, the
Community Profile coordinators, the Board of Selectmen, the Landowners and the voters who
have supported all the efforts of open space conservation.
Lastly, our chair, Use McNaughton, will be stepping down from the board at the end of
her term in March. Lise has worked tirelessly for the BCC and the town of Brentwood for
more than 8 years insuring that our natural resources receive the most protection, that the
Exeter River remains clean and that we are insured the benefits of open space for ourselves
and those that come after us. It is fair to say that none of the proactive measures of the BCC
would have occurred without Use's expertise and dedication. The commission thanks her for
all of her great efforts. When you see her around town, please thank her as well. Challenges
continue for the commission and anyone with a heart towards conservation or experience in




INCOME & EXPENDITURES FOR CONSERVATION COMMISSION
INCOME
Balance Forward 183,325.56
Funds from Warrant Article #1 9 from '02 meeting 21 ,231 .32
Current Use Funds 160,276.55






Survey expenses for easements 1 9,600.00
Legal Expenses 3,808.17
Wetlands Mapping Expenses 2,046.56
RCCD Prep of Grant Applications 3,350.00
Newspaper postings of Public Hearings 1 92.00
NH DES Water Supply Land Grant Disbursement 343,186.71
Town Match of DES Water Supply Grant 96, 1 90.00
Donations & Contributions 1,450.19
485,429.41




Honorable Board of Selectmen, citizens of Brentwood:
It is my pleasure to submit this report as Road agent for the year 2003. This year we
cleaned out ditches and did some shoulder work on Lake Road. Mill Road was reclaimed
and paved.
The intersection of Mill and Middle Road was changed from a fork to a standard 2-way
intersection as required by the state. Lake Road was reclaimed and paved part way, with
the remainder to be completed this year.
Seth Gillen was hired part time to the Highway Department.
With a lot of new roads being added in town I hope to add a John Deere Loader with a
plow and wing.
I would like to thank my helpers that come out to plow snow to keep the roads clear night
and day. They are Roger Landry, Hollis Martin Duane Demeritt, Bill Fennelly, Seth
Gillen, John Kennedy.
The Brentwood Highway Department is open Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 PM. You
may call 775-7654 should the machine answer please leave a message and I will return
your call. If your call is an emergency please call Rockingham County Dispatch 679-
2225 and they will contact me.
Respectfully submitted,
Roaa Agent, Town of Brentwood
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2003 Annual Report
Exeter River Local Advisory Committee
Discovering the Past, Preserving the Future
The Exeter River Local Advisory Committee (ERLAC) celebrated its 7
th
year of
stewardship of the river and watershed in 2003. Without a doubt, the highlight
of the year was the 3
rd
Annual Exeter River Alewife Festival held May 31
st
along
Swasey Parkway in downtown Exeter. Over 600 people took advantage of a rare
sunny spring day to talk with dozens of organizations and individuals interested
in protecting natural resources in the region. For the first time a canoe and
kayak race was held and over 40 paddlers raced along a course set on the tidal
Squamscott River. Plans are underway for the 4
th
Festival and another canoe
and kayak race to be held June 5, 2004 along Swasey Parkway.
In addition to organizing the Festival, ERLAC held the fourth annual vernal pool
workshop in Kensington. ERLAC representative Patrick Seekamp of Brentwood
and his brother Michael led this hands-on workshop of vernal pools in early May.
Children and adults waded into pools on the edge of the Phillips Exeter Academy
forest to identify salamanders, turtles and clusters of frog eggs. Development of
forestland threatens vernal pools in every watershed community.
ERLAC is grateful to member Elisabeth Sanders of Danville for writing a monthly
newspaper column discussing river related issues. The articles appeared in the
Exeter News Letter and Carriage Towne News. Look for these articles to
continue in 2004.
Protection of water quantity and quality are the primary topics of discussion at
monthly ERLAC meetings. With support from the NH Estuaries Project, the NH
Coastal Program and the NH Department of Environmental Services, ERLAC
representatives and staff from the Rockingham Planning Commission met with
Planning Boards and Conservation Commission in the watershed to recommend
strengthening land use regulations to protect shoreline and uplands.
For 2004, ERLAC will continue to provide education and outreach programs
highlighting protection of water quality and quantity, wildlife habitat, and scenic
and recreational resources in the watershed. ERLAC will also work to strengthen
partnerships with watershed Planning Boards and Conservation Commissions to
better protect the river and tributaries.
ERLAC meets the fourth Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the conference
room at the Rockingham County Nursing Home in Brentwood. Representatives
are needed from your community. Please call the Rockingham Planning
Commission at 778-0885 for more information.
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Open Space Committee of the Brentwood Conservation Commission
OPEN SPACE PROTECTION ANNUAL REPORT
Many heartfelt thanks to the following landowners , who have worked with the Town to
create conservation easements on their properties! Most of them also generously made
charitable donations ofpart or nearly all of the value of their properties for the benefit of
Brentwood open space protection:
Victor & Emily Schmalzer, Claudia Hull, Polly MacMullen
Roger & Kathy Nekton, and Peter Greer
We would also like to thank Arthur (now deceased) & Betty Stevens for donating outright to
the Town two substantial land parcels for recreational use and to be protected under a
conservation easement (total 66 acres).
We are working with a number of otherlandowners on similar transactions and lookforward
to thanking them in next year 's annual report!
We've made progress this year. We completed a number of conservation easements along
Middle Road and the Exeter River just east of Swasey School. We also have work-in-progress
transactions in a greenway strip between the Exeter River and Rowell Road, and more along
Dudley Brook. These are three important links in the "Circle of Preservation" we described in
our Brentwood Newsletter articles and at the 2003 Town Meeting.
The Conservation Commission began significant efforts to protect land with conservation
easements in 2001. Open space efforts are now coordinated by the Brentwood Open Space
Committee, formed in 2003 under the Conservation Commission. Funding of open space
protection occurs through two closely related programs, the Conservation Commission's
Conservation Fund, and an open space protection bond authority.
The Conservation Fund has been financed by current use taxes (also called 'land use change
taxes') since 2001. Because current use taxes are paid by those who develop open land, these
funds are not drawn from property tax income.
The $2 million open space bond authority was created at the 2003 Town Meeting. No bonds
have been issued to date. When they are, the bonds will be paid off over a 20-year period from
property tax income.
Grants and landowner donations are the third major source of open space protection funding.





Open Space Committee Annual Report Page 2
For transactions involving grant applications, there can be a long period between inception of the
protection effort with the landowner and completion of the project. Surveys and appraisals can
also take several months. That is why there is a substantial amount of "work-in-progress'\ There
has yet been no draw on the bond authority, since transactions completed in 2003 were funded
by the Conservation Fund. As can be seen in the table above, however, future transactions will
depend more on the bond authority than the Conservation Fund.
Open space protection occurs most often through creation of conservation easements. When
Town assistance is involved in creation of such easements, funds are expended to help with the
survey, appraisal and legal costs of setting up the easement. Since landowners give up part of
the value of their land by protecting it from development, sometimes the Town also compensates
landowners for part or all of the foregone development value of the protected parcel. (This is
often referred to as "buying the building rights" of a land parcel.) The Town can also buy land
outright in order to protect it. The Open Space Committee applies a uniform set of criteria to all
proposed open space transactions to determine eligibility and funding levels.
Respectfully submitted,
Lise McNaughton, Chair, Brentwood Conservation Commission
Howard Cadwell, Co-Chair, Brentwood Open Space Committee









































Vacant Term Expires 2007
Eric Trump Term Expires 2004
Tim Hannan Term Expires 2005
John Hayes Term Expires 2006
Ann Marie Chesno Term Expires 2006
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr. ARTHUR L. HANSON
ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
AND DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES
PAULA. FLYNN
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS FOR CURRICULUM
AND ASSESSMENT
JEROME E. FREW
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS FOR TECHNOLOGY




KATRINA ALLEN TERM EXPIRES 2004
MODERATOR
JIM SHUCKMAN TERM EXPIRES 2004
CLERK





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Brentwood, in the County of
Rockingham and said State, qualified to vote on District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Swasey Central School in said
District on SATURDAY, THE SIXTH DAY OF MARCH, 2004, AT 9:00 AM, to
act upon the following subjects:
1 . To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,703,091 for the support of the schools, for the payment of salaries for the
School District officials and agents, and for the payment for the statutory
obligations of the School District. (The Budget Committee recommends this
appropriation. The School Board recommends $3,728,091.)
2. To engage in public discussion regarding the proposal to adopt the
provisions of RSA 40:13 (Official Ballot Law - also known as SB2), which will be
voted on by official ballot on March 9, 2004. (The School Board does not
recommend the adoption of RSA 40:13.)
3. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000 to be added to the expendable trust fund under the provisions of RSA
198:20-c established at the 2001 District meeting (known as the "Maintenance
Fund") for the purpose of funding long-term and/or unexpected
maintenance/repair projects of the school building and grounds. (The Budget
Committee recommends this appropriation. The School Board recommends this
appropriation.)
4. Shall the School District accept the provisions of RSA 198:20-B providing
that any school district at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the School Board to apply
for, accept and expend, without further action by the school district, money from
a state, federal or other governmental unit or private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year? (The School Board recommends this article.)
5. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers heretofore
chosen and to pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To transact any other business that may come before this meeting.
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TRUE COPY OF WARRANT - ATTEST
Brentwood School Board






Given under our hands this /? — day of February 2004.
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BRENTWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of the town of Brentwood, County
of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote on District
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Brentwood Fire Hall in said District
on TUESDAY, THE NINTH DAY OF MARCH, 2004, AT 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM, to
act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose (1 ) School Board members for the ensuing three (3) years.
2. To choose one (1 ) School Board member for the ensuing one (1 ) year.
3. To choose a School District Moderator for the ensuing one (1 ) year.
4. To choose a School District Clerk for the ensuing one (1) year.
5. To choose a School District Treasurer for the ensuing one (1) year.
6. To choose a School District Auditor for the ensuing one (1) year.
7. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow official ballot voting
on all issues before the School District?
Given under our hands this lie day of February, 2004.
BRENTWOOD SCHOOL BOARD





TRUE COPY OF WARRANT - ATTEST
Given under our hands this /£ day of February, 2004.
BRENTWOOD SCHOOL BOARD










The meeting was held at Swasey Central School. Moderator Shuchman welcomed those
present and opened the meeting at 9:00 a.m.
Moderator Shuchman reviewed the ground rules of the School District Meeting.
School Board Chair, A. Chesno, moved to allow non-registered voters, including school
officials to speak during this district meeting. The motion was seconded and carried by a
voice vote.
A motion was made to dispense with the reading of the entire warrant The Motion was
seconded and carried by a voice vote.
School Board Chair A. Chesno updated the citizens in attendance on the status ofthe
renovation/construction project at Swasey School. She also acknowledged former School
Board Chair, Roland Bergeron, School Board Member, Charles Gargaly and School
Board, Member John Hayes for their contributions to the construction project and to the
Brentwood School District
Article #1.
A motion was made and seconded to see if the School District will raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,289,032 for the support of the schools, for the payment of salaries for the
School District officials and agents, and for the payment for the statutory obligations of
the School District (The School Board recommends this appropriation The Budget
Committee recommends this appropriation.)
The motion on article #1 passed by a voice vote.
Article #2.
A motion was made and seconded to see if the School District will raise and appropriate
the sum of $200,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund established at the 1999
District meeting for the purpose of future building expansion (The School Board
recommends this appropriation. The Budget Committee recommends this appropriation.)
The motion on article #2 passed by a voice vote.
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Article #3.
A motion was made and seconded to see if the School District will raise and appropriate
the sum of $25,000 to be added to the expendable trust fund under the provisions ofRSA
198:20-c established at the 2001 District meeting (known as the "Maintenance Fund") for
the purpose of funding long-term and/or unexpected maintenance/repair projects of the
school building and grounds. (The School Board recommends this appropriation. The
Budget Committee recommends this appropriation.)
The motion on article #3 passed by a voice vote.
Article #4.
A motion was made and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for the
purpose of acquisition ofemergency management equipment and supplies for Swasey
Central School. (The School Board recommends this appropriation. The Budget
Committee recommends this appropriation.)
The motion on article #4 passed unanimously, by a voice vote.
Article #5.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers heretofore chosen and to
pass any vote relating thereto.
There were no reports presented at this meeting.
Article #6.
To transact any other business that may come before this meeting.
No other business was presented at this the meeting.
Motion to adjourn was made, seconded and passed by a voice vote.




The Swasey Central School Annual Report
During the 00-01 school year, the staff and administration of Swasey identified five goals on
which to base future decision-making. The purpose was and remains to establish and maintain
high academic and behavioral standards, bring consistency to instruction across and between
grade levels, meet the educational needs of all of our students, and create a warm, cooperative
school community. These goals, with minor annual revisions, are:
* All classroom teachers in 1 st through 5th grades will use the 'Four-Blocks Literacy
Framework' as a basis for the students' Language arts program. Kindergarten teachers
will use the 'Building Blocks' program as a framework for the literacy program.
Teachers will work with the Language Arts Coordinator for support in this area.
* All teachers will begin or continue to implement the Everyday Math program. Teachers
will participate in available workshops and meet with the Math Coordinator for support.
* Professional staff will participate in training in the area of differentiated instruction
and use the strategies to meet the varying educational needs of the students.
* All staff will follow The Responsive Classroom® philosophy and strategies throughout
the building and school day to build community and establish expectations and
consequences for the students and themselves.
* All staff members will communicate effectively and will contribute to their team.
Currently, all teachers are using the 'Building Blocks' or '4-Blocks Literacy Frameworks' and
the Everyday Math programs as a basis for learning. This allows the children to build on their
skills year-to-year by providing consistent vocabulary, strategies, materials, and instruction.
All students in grades 1-5 should be receiving at least two hours of literacy and one and a half
hours of math instruction daily. The school week also includes social studies, science,
handwriting, current events, art, music, P.E., library, technology, unified arts, and more.
Students participate in The Responsive Classroom® and Second Step programs to help
them develop responsibility, problem-solving skills, anger management strategies, and become
solid members of the educational community at Swasey. The Responsive Classroom®
curriculum has become integral, along with Second Step and the 'Peer Mediation' program, for
giving the boys and girls the skills needed to be successful students and school community
members. Appreciable growth and improvement in this area are evidenced by the consistent
decrease in discipline referrals from 174 in the 2000-2001 school year to 63 last year and 16
so far this school year.
The preceding program descriptions address the instruction that is implemented at
Swasey through the regular education program. There are a multitude of additional services
that are required by special education law and the demands of 'No Child Left Behind' that are
provided on a daily basis.
The staff is dedicated to providing excellence to all of our students. To this end,
everyone participates in professional development activities. The early-release days and in-
service days are used to provide training to all staff members. Professional development
workshops have focused on community building, effective communication skills, The Responsive
Classroom® philosophy and strategies, mathematics strategies, and how to modify and extend
(differentiate) instruction to meet the needs of all students. This has been possible because
of budgeted monies, SAU support and grant opportunities.
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Due to the hard work of students, staff, and parents, the academic curriculum is now in line
with federal and state guidelines. The materials, instructional strategies, and goals are
consistent throughout grades K-5. The students of Brentwood are learning as shown on the
annual 3
rd grade testing. The scores in English Language Arts have shown improvement over the
past four years increasing the number of students meeting the standard for proficiency from
82% to 93%. The state average is 77%. In Math, we have shown even greater growth moving
from 74% to 93% with a state average of 80%. The State of New Hampshire recognized Swasey
as one of the top ten elementary schools based on student performance on the May 2002
assessment. As a result, Swasey was nominated to apply for national recognition to the 'No Child
Left Behind-Blue Ribbon Schools Program.' Swasey students were recognized for making
adequate yearly progress as defined by 'No Child Left Behind' in 2003. Last year's 4
th
graders
were part of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) - The Nation's Report
Card: Reading and Mathematics. Although the federal government does not provide specific
information about individual school achievement, New Hampshire students' scaled scores in
reading were higher than those in 48 jurisdictions and not significantly different from those in
the remaining four jurisdictions. In math, the scores were higher than those in 46 jurisdictions
and not significantly different from those in six jurisdictions.
The Brentwood residents have shown their support for their children by funding a beautiful
facility and a school budget that provides for the needed staff, materials, and equipment to
provide a quality program. Everyone must continue to work together to ensure that every child
gets every opportunity possible to become a successful learner and, eventually, a contributing
adult citizen.
The school would not be able to accomplish many of the things that it does without the
support of the volunteers who work tirelessly to provide extras for the children. They have
helped to create the new outdoor classroom, put in and maintained the playgrounds, raised money
to support an artist-in-residence program, and organized the Annual Spaghetti Supper and other
events. The volunteers work individually with children to edit writing, guide reading, and master
math facts. They support teachers and the office by compiling the Wednesday folders and
supporting the daily tasks that go into successful teaching. A big thank-you is extended to each
and every person who has contributed to Swasey's success through parenting, volunteering, or
supporting the ongoing efforts. The Brentwood Fire Department, Police Department, and Road
Agent deserve a big word of appreciation for their invaluable advice, support, and hands-on help.
The SAU and the school staff are acquiring the training and tools needed to collect
meaningful data and use it to improve communication, goal setting, instruction, and school
community. This will include gathering information and perceptions from the community, parents,
and students. Look for more about this over the next months. In the meantime, your input is
always appreciated. Please be sure to share ideas and suggestions with me at your convenience.


































































Art Teacher 60% $19,015.20
Grade 3 Teacher $50,164.00
Media Generalist .6 $21,595.80
Instructional Aide $10,968.75
Technology Facilitator $22,069.20
Grade 2 Teacher $48,235.00
Grade 3 Teacher $35,993.00
Instructional Aide $11,255.40
Grade 5 Teacher $31,091.00
Grade 1 Teacher $41,666.00
Math Coordinator $52,170.00
Food Service Worker $12,597.00
Grade 4 Teacher $30,474.00










Physical Education Teacher $42,881 .00
Grade 2 Teacher $32,646.00
Grade 1 Teacher $51,964.00
Grade 1 Teacher $48,235.00
Principal $77,175.00
Special Education Teacher $52,1 70.00
Grade 2 Teacher $48,235.00
Media Generalist .4 $15,116.80
Secretary/Receptionist $18,711.38
Grade 5 Teacher $48,235.00
Reading/Language Coordinator $50,164.00
Grade 4 Teacher $53,614.00
COTA $25,768.80
Grade 4 Teacher $37,041.00
Special Education Teacher $52,1 70.00
Speech/Language Pathologist $48,235.00
Grade 3 Teacher $35,311.00
Special Education Coordinator $16,551.80
Grade 1 Teacher $48,235.00
Kindergarten Teacher $54,270.00
Grade 5 Teacher $32,646.00
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BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
OF: Brentwood, New Hampshire
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1 , 2004 to June 30, 2005
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1
.
Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed
on file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Admin., at the address below.
We Certify This Form Was Posted on (Date):
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT












ms-27 Budget - School District of Brentwood FY 2004 - 2005
ms-27 Budget - School District of Brentwood FY 2004-2005
BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA 32:18, 19 & 32:21)
Revised 2000
VERISON #1: Use if you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Costs
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: Brentwood School District Fiscal Year Ended: June 30, 2005





PREVIOUS TWO FISCAL YEARS PER RSA 32:1la





























SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT SIXTEEN
24 FRONT STREET
EXETER, NH 03833
Tel: (603) 775-8653 FAX: (603) 775-8673
www.saul6.org
ARTHUR L. HANSON, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
PAUL A. FLYNN, M.Ed.
Associate Superintendent
Director ofHuman Resources
STEPHEN A. KOSSAKOSKT, Ph.D.
Assistant Superintendent-Technology
JEROME E. FREW, M.Ed.
Assistant Superintendent-Curriculum
WALTER C. PIERCE, MBA, M.S.T.
Business Administrator
SAU 16 REPORT OF ADMINISTRATION 2004
SAU 16 MISSIONSTATEMENT
The SAU J 6 School Districts are committed to working together to develop common standards
and values that will result in graduates who are caring, productive and contributing members of
society.
In July 2003, SAU 16 welcomed three new administrators to the District. Jerry Frew returned to
the SAU as Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Research, Jim Eaves assumed the
principalship of East Kingston Elementary School and Nathan Lunney was appointed as
Assistant Business Administrator for SAU 16. Mr. Frew previously served as the principal of
the Cooperative Middle School before taking a one-year administrative position in SAU 19,
Goffstown, New Hampshire. Mr. Eaves served as assistant principal in SAU 44, Northwood,
New Hampshire prior to assuming the principal's position in East Kingston and Mr. Lunney
came to the SAU via a software company whose primary business was providing financial
programs to schools in Maine and New Hampshire. The schools opened their doors in
September with the following enrollments: Swasey Central School in Brentwood - 347; East
Kingston Elementary School - 164; Exeter Elementary (Main Street School and Lincoln Street
School) - 1,008; Kensington Elementary School - 197; Newfields Elementary School - 176;
Stratham Memorial School - 624; Cooperative Middle School - 1,383; Exeter High
School - 1,587, and SST - 470.
Kensington Elementary School, under the attentive supervision of the Associate Superintendent
of Schools, Paul Flynn, completed a 1.95 million dollar construction of four (4) new classrooms,
renovated space for the nurse, a library and a multi-purpose gymnasium. This addition allows
Kensington Elementary School to offer a broader range of programs for its students, as well as,
providing a new resource for community based activities.
In March of 2003, over 70% of the SAU voters approved the construction of a new Exeter High
School on a 120-acre site off Old Town Farm Road in Exeter. Walter Pierce, SAU 16 Business
Administrator and Project Manager for the new high school, estimates the fall of 2006 as the
opening date for the school. The permitting process, which involved dealings with local, state
and federal agencies, is complete along with attaining a primary access road off Route 27. Site
work commenced this fall and the building construction will begin in the spring of 2004.
BRENTWOOD«EASTKrNGSTON.EXETER»EXETERCOOPERATIVE«KENSrNGTON»NEWFIELDS«STRATHAM
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER - EQUAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES
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A great deal of gratitude from all of us associated with SAU 16 for the approval of this project
goes to the Exeter High School Building Committee whose names are listed below:
EHS Building Committee Members
Warren Henderson - Chair, resident of Exeter
Dick Poelaert - resident of East Kingston
Steve Bartell - resident of Exeter
Gordon Snyder - resident of Stratham
Ralph Adler - resident of Brentwood
Donna Bates - past ERCSD Board Member
Lucy Cushman - ERCSD Board Member
Kim Casey - ERCSD Board Member
Arthur Hanson - SAU 1 6 Superintendent of Schools
Walter Pierce - SAU 1 6 Business Administrator
Gary Heald - Principal EHS
Peter Stackhouse - Curriculum Coordinator - EHS
Linda Mahoney - (EHS Math Teacher) Faculty Representative
Jeff Hillier - SAU/ERCSD Information Director
Dick Wendell - ERCSD Director of Operations
Ed Oddo - ERCSD Assistant Director of Operations
Sally Boyd - Aclministrative Assistant to Arthur Hanson





The New Hampshire Department of Education announced the funding of the first Local
Educational Support Centers in the spring of 2003. Under the auspices and hard work of Dr.
Stephen Kossakoski, Assistant Superintendent of Schools for Technology and Research, SAU 16
was awarded $500,000 for the establishment of a center, which services Southeastern New
Hampshire. The center is called the Seacoast Professional Development Center (SPDC) and the
funding for this center, as well as the other three in the State, was through educational
technology dollars in the No Child Left Behind legislation. Four centers were initially approved
and the goal is to connect all educators and schools within a thirty-mile radius of a center. The
mission of these centers is to provide high quality training opportunities that will empower
teachers and show a positive correlation to student achievement. Programs will provide high
quality professional development to enhance teacher abilities by increasing content knowledge,
teaching skills, and use of classroom technology. The mission of the SPDC is to provide student
academic achievement through high quality professional development, which enhances
curriculum, instruction and assessment. Towards this end, the SPDC is focusing on three areas:
(1) technology integration, (2) data-driven decision making and (3) e-learning.
The SPDC is available for outside groups to use and the center offers approximately 1300 square
feet of meeting space. It can accommodate 24 participants in a computer lab setting. The room
is equipped for multimedia presentations and includes LCD projector (wireless capable) with a
nine-foot screen for presentations, electronic whiteboard, TV/VCR, DVD/CD, 24 Dell PC
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workstations and the center has teleconferencing capabilities. Director of the SPDC is Bob
Haurand who can be contacted at (603) 775-8693.
Curriculum and Assessment
Central administration, school administrators, and the seven school boards of SAU 16 continue
to use an unprecedented collaborative approach to coordinate curriculum, technology initiatives,
staff evaluation, professional development, and in other district-wide efforts, to ensure quality
and consistency of educational opportunities. This is of particular importance since the six
individual elementary school districts send their children to the Cooperative Middle School
(CMS). Incoming students to CMS have the greatest opportunity for enhanced learning when
their sending schools share a coordinated curriculum and assessment process. Under the
leadership of Jerry Frew, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Assessment, SAU 16
continues to move toward aligning the curriculum with current initiatives in mathematics,
literacy, social studies and science.
At the conclusion of the 2004-2005 school year, all K-5 students will have experienced the
"Everyday Mathematics" Curriculum. This initiative provides all students with a common "math
language" as they enter the middle school. In the area of Literacy, the K-5 Curriculum was
accepted by the SAU 16 Joint School Boards in May 2003 and staff training for its
implementation is ongoing. A common writing prompt will be administered at all grade levels
this spring to help us in determining the growth of our students as writers and to view our
strengths and weaknesses in the area of writing instruction.
The Science Committee is in the process of identifying "related vocabulary" and developing
common assessments for each grade level. These initiatives are designed to give our students
similar experiences as they enter the middle school. The Social Studies Curriculum is
undergoing a revision as the committee works with the scope and sequence of instruction from
grades K-12. A final draft of the curriculum will be presented to the SAU Joint Boards at the
May 2004 meeting.
All of the SAU 16 Principals are involved in discussions around the identification of comparable
assessments to be utilized in our schools to measure student progress and improve instructional
practices. The leadership of SAU 16 is committed to providing all students with proper
assessments so they can demonstrate their learning progress.
Sincere appreciation is offered to all of the school board members of SAU 16 for their continued
support and dedication to the students of the seven school districts. The Boards' countless hours,
dedication and effort on behalf of collaborative educational and co-curricular excellence, is often
unrecognized. Their commitment to SAU 16 students and to their communities allows SAU 16
to be recognized as one of the most outstanding school districts in the state ofNew Hampshire.
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ASSOCIATE AND ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARIES


























Exeter Region Cooperative School District
Board Members and District Officers
Chair of the School Board: Greg Kann
MINUTES OF THE EXETER REGION COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SECOND SESSION OF THE 2003 ANNUAL MEETING
VOTING SESSION-MARCH 11, 2003
The polls were open at the polling places at the hours designated below to choose the following
School District Board Officers: School District Board Member (Exeter), School District Board
Member (Stratham), School District Board Member (Brentwood), School District Board Member
(Newfields) and School District Moderator; and vote, by ballot on the articles listed as 1 through
6.















8:00 am to 7.00 pm
8:00 am to 7:00 pm
8:00 am to 8:00 pm
8:00 am to 7:30 pm
10:00 am to 7:00 pm
8:00 am to 8.00 pm
Results of the election of Exeter Region Cooperative School Board Officers:
Exeter Board Member, term ending at 2006 election:
Roy Morrisette 5,683 votes
Stratham Board Member, term ending at 2006 election:
Donna Bates 2,553 votes
Patricia Lovejoy 2,71 2 votes
Brentwood Board Member, term ending at 2004 election:
Karen Phelan 4,849 votes
Newfields Board Member, term ending at 2006 election:
Raymond Trueman 4,688 votes
School District Moderator, term ending at 2004 election:
Charles F. Tucker 5,467 votes
Article 1 . Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $49,900,000 (gross budget) for the
purpose of acquiring a site and constructing, furnishing and equipping a new high school
thereon and further authorize the School Board to issue $46,000,000 in bonds or notes in
compliance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) for the project, and authorize the School
Board to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
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interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and authorize the School Board to
invest proceeds of said bonds or notes and to use up to $400,000 for said project; and authorize
the withdrawal of up to $3,500,000 from the capital reserve fund established under RSA 35:1 at
the 1998 District meeting for the construction, reconstruction and acquisition of school buildings
and/or ground site improvements for said project; and authorize the School Board to apply for,
accept and expend for the project money from any state, federal or other governmental unit or
private source which becomes available for the project, and to take any other action or to pass
any other vote necessary to carry out this vote, and finally, if, but only if this article is adopted
by the required 3/5
m
majority of those voting and the bonds for the new high school are issued,
shall the District rescind the District's prior votes on Article 1 at the March 2000 annual meeting
that raised $35,500,000 for renovations to the existing high school, Article 1 at the March 2002
annual meeting that raised an additional $3,500,000 for the renovation of the existing high
school, and Article 4 at the March 2002 annual meeting that raised $368,355 for the first year's
payment on a twenty year lease agreement to relocate the Seacoast School of Technology?
(Recommended by the School Board)
3/5 majority vote required
Yes 6,012 No 1,731
Article 2. Shall the District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the
amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, or as amended by vote of the first
session, for the purposes set forth therein totaling $32,233,174? Should this article be
defeated, the operating budget shall be $31 ,870,767, which is the same as last year, with
certain adjustments required by previous action of the District or by law; or the governing body
may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue
of a revised operating budget only. (The School Board recommends $32,233,174 as set forth
on said budget.)
Yes 5,034 No 2,126
Article 3. Shall the District approve the cost item included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Exeter Region Cooperative School Board and the Exeter





and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $710,195 for the 2003-04 school year, such sum
representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those
of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year? (The School Board
recommends this appropriation).
Yes 4,934 No 2,258
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Article 4. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of the amount of the June 30, 2003
undesignated fund balance (surplus) up to $1,100,000 to be added to the capital reserve fund
established by the 1998 District meeting under RSA 35:1 for the purpose of construction,
reconstruction, or acquisition of school buildings and/or school ground site improvements,
including associated engineering and architectural fees? [The purpose of this appropriation is to
appropriate into said capital reserve fund an amount representing a portion of one year of debt
service expense, (principal and interest) which was included in the July 1 , 2002 to June 30,
2003 budget and which the District would have incurred had the District issued bonds as
authorized by vote of the 2000 annual meeting for the Exeter High School renovation project]
(The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
Yes 4,864 No 2,048
Article 5. On petition of Eileen Blanchard and others:
"In accordance with Chapter 195 and RSA 195:12 A "Shall the Voters of the Exeter
Region Cooperative School District vote to establish a Municipal Budget Committee?"
Yes 3,464 No 2,913
Article 6. Shall the voters of the Exeter Region Cooperative School District vote to recommend
to the Board that the renovation plan for the present high school, as approved in March of 2000,
or the construction plan for a new high school, if approved as proposed above in Article 1 of this
warrant, proceed only after an open solicitation of competitive bids conducted by the Board or
its Construction Manager.






Exeter Region Cooperative School District
Special Education Programs
Previous Two Fiscal Years per RSA 32:ll-a
12/16/2003
SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENSES
EXETER REGION COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
To the inhabitants of the Exeter Region Cooperative School District,
County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire qualified to vote upon
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet as follows:
FIRST SESSION OF ANNUAL MEETING (Deliberative): At the Exeter High
School Talbot Gymnasium in Exeter, New Hampshire on Thursday, February 5,
2004, at 7:00 PM for explanation, discussion, debate, and possible amendment
of the following warrant articles:
1 . Shall the District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations
voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, or
as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein,
totaling $38,027,905? Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall
be $37,873,015, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments
required by previous action of the District or by law; or the governing body may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up
the issue of a revised operating budget only. (The Budget Committee and the
School Board both recommend $38,027,905 as set forth on said budget.)
2. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of the amount of the June
30, 2004 undesignated fund balance (surplus) up to $100,000 to be added to the
expendable trust fund known as the "Special Education Trust Fund" (established
by the 2002 District meeting under RSA 198:20-c for the purpose of funding
unanticipated special education expenses)? (The School Board recommends
this appropriation. The Budget Committee recommends this appropriation.)
3. Shall the District raise and appropriate to the expendable trust fund known
as the "Maintenance Fund" (established by the 2001 District meeting under RSA
1 98:20-c for the purpose of funding long term and/or unexpected
maintenance/repair projects of school buildings and grounds) the sum of the
amount of the June 30, 2004 undesignated fund balance (surplus), after giving
effect to any appropriation under Article 2, above, up to $100,000? (The School
Board recommends this appropriation. The Budget Committee recommends this
appropriation.)
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4. Shall the District authorize the School Board to sell two certain parcels of
land off Amesbury Road in Kensington and Exeter, New Hampshire, known as
Kensington Tax Map 17, Lots 19, 27 and 31 and Exeter Tax Map 111, Lot 3,
previously acquired for potential athletic fields, under such terms and conditions
as the School Board shall determine are in the best interest of the District? (The
School Board recommends adoption of this article.)
5. Shall the District raise and appropriate $35,000 as the district's
contribution to fund improvements at the intersection of Guinea Road and
Hampton Road in Exeter, New Hampshire? This will be a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the intersection improvements
are complete or by June 30, 2010. (The School Board recommends this
appropriation. The Budget Committee recommends this appropriation.)
6. Shall the District rescind the adoption of a School District Budget
Committee under RSA 195:12-a and RSA 32:14 as adopted by the Exeter
Region Cooperative School District on March 1 1 , 2003? (The School Board
recommends adoption of this article. The Budget Committee recommends
adoption of this article.)
7. On petition of Anthony M. Callendrello and others:
"Shall the voters of the Exeter Region Cooperative School District vote to
require that the District ensure that the construction project for the new high
school complies with the Site Plan Review and Subdivision Regulations for the
Town of Exeter and the Town of Exeter Zoning Ordinance."
8. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers heretofore
chosen.
9. To transact any other business which may legally come before the
meeting.
ERCSD Draft Warrant 2004
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SECOND SESSION: At the polling places designated below on Tuesday, March
9, 2004, to choose the following School District Officers:
School District Board Member (Brentwood) 3-year Term Exp
School District Board Member (Exeter) 3-year Term Exp
School District Board Member (Kensington) 3-year Term Exp
School District Moderator 1-year Term Exp
Budget Committee Member (East Kingston) 1-year Term Exp
Budget Committee Member (Exeter) 1-year Term Exp
Budget Committee Member (Stratham) 1-year Term Exp
Budget Committee Member (Exeter) 2-year Term Exp
Budget Committee Member (Newfields) 2-year Term Exp
Budget Committee Member (Stratham) 2-year Term Exp
Budget Committee Member (Brentwood) 3-year Term Exp
Budget Committee Member (Exeter) 3-year Term Exp



























and vote on the articles listed as 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 7 as those articles may be
amended at the First Session; by ballot, the polls to be open at the polling places
at the hours designated below:
















8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
8:00 AM to 8:00 PM
8:00 AM to 7:30 PM
10:00 AM to 7:00 PM
8:00 AM to 8:00 PM
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Given under our hands at Sf^^/op this /£ day of January, 2004.
EXETER REGION COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD
Greg Kann Krfnberley Casj
±
cjLupy Cjdshman
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SCHOOL BUDGET FORM
BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
OF: Exeter Region Cooperative NH
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1, 2004 to June 30, 2005
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1 .Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
area. This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed
on file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address
below.
We Certify This Form Was Posted on (Date) : O / / Zo/q&O ¥
BUDGET COMMITTEE





THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
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Town Clerk / Tax Collector
Phyllis Thompson, Town Clerk / Tax Collector
Sharon Copeland, Deputy
Monday through Friday 9:00 - 4:30
Tuesday 7:00- 9:00
Saturday 9:00- 12.00
Phone 642-6400 Ext 14I
Planning Board
Kathy StHilaire, Administrative Assistant
Monday through Thursday 7:30 - 4:00
Glen Greenwood, Town Planner first and third
Wednesdays or by appointment
Phone 642-6400 Ext 16
• PBI
Selectmen's and Assessing Office
Olive Tash Administrative Assistant
Monday through Thursday 8:15 - 4:00
Friday 10:00 -1:00
Phone 642-6400 Ext 10
Building Inspector
Gilbert Tuck, Building Inspector
Tuesday evening 6:30 - 8:00 or by appointment
Phone 603-642-3010I
Mary E. Bartlett Memorial Library
Marilyn Morehead , Library Director
Joyce Miller, Children's Librarian
Sept. 1 - July 1 July 1 - Sept.l
2-7 Monday 2-7
10-5 Tues.-Wed- Thurs. 9-4












Animal Control Officer, Steven Arkell




148 Crawley Falls Road
Business Phone 642-8132 ( Fire Permits &
General assistance )
Emergency Phone 911 Fire & Ambulance
Welfare
Janice Frisselle, Welfare Director
Hours by appointment only




Phone 642- 6400 Ext 19
Recreation
Donna Gill, Recreation Director
Tuesday 8:30 - 12:30 & 6:30-8:30
Wednesday 8:30 - 12:30
Phone 642-6400 Ext 20
Highway Department
Wayne Robinson, Road Agent
207 Middle Road
Phone 642-7645
